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p	 pThis re ort develo s results pertinent to three areas which
apply to the Shuttle Orbiter Ku-Band high data rate communication
link.	 This includes carrier synchronization strategies which are 	 ,,..
best suited to the Orbiter Ku-band forward link, for example, -
the Costas and squaring loop phase detectors. 	 This report develops
the acquisition/tracking performance of a practical squaring loop in
Twhich the times two multiplier is mechanized as a limiter/multiplier
combination, this squaring approach serves to produce the absolutek
. value of the arriving signal as opposed to the perfect square law
#* action which is required in order to render acquisition and track-
ing performance equivalent to that of a Costas loop.
The Ku-Band Orbiter signal design for the forward link has
. i
F
been accessed and acquisition time results as --ell as acquisition	 3
9
and tracking thresholds are summarized.	 Finally, a tradeoff
a
study which pertains to bit synchronization techniques for the
-
ishigh rate Ku-Band channel is given and an optimum selection
' made- based upon the appropriate design constraints.
F
2. 0 KU BAND SIGNAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKING THRESHOLDS
G' FOR THE SHUTTLE FORWARD LINK
System threshold performance for the acquisition and tracking
modes of the Shuttle Ku-Band communication receiver have been
1
Nl^
established for the S -band PN despreader and carrier tracking loop
configuration typical to the Shuttle S-Band transponder reported
on in Reference 1. From the system specification a carries-to-
__	 Y	 P 	 _
noise ratio, C/N 0 , of 60.2 dB-Hz is assumed and this gi ves rise
to an ideal bit error probability of 10 2 when the channel bit rate	
.^
is 72 kbps (216 ksps). The PN code chip rate is taken to be
3.028 mcps as opposed to the 11.232 mcps code used on the
Shuttle S-Band forward link. In addition, the PN code length has
been shortened to 1023 chips as opposed to the longer length of
2047 chips used for Shuttle S-Band communications; however, for
this investigation the 2047 length was used (worst case) in the 3
computer calculations presented herein because of the uncertainty
in the code length at the time that this work was being accomplished.
The total incoming Doppler shift on the carrier, after correction
at the TDRS, is assumed to be f 75 kHz. This number includes
precorrection uncertainty at the ground station and the uncertainty
1
in the Ku-band oscillators on board the Shuttle. It is also noted
that this Doppler uncertainty band could be significantly increased
=}	 without causing a problem as far as PN acquisition time is con-
^r
cerned. The analysis shows that the time to acquire the PN code
with any one of the several algorithms investigated is less than the
"	 10 second value given in the system specification. This assumes a
{i
code search step size of one-half chip and individual cell search
times of one or two code periods. The results obtained are not
particularly sensitive to the number of code periods over which
energy is collected. It appears that one or two is more than
adequate. A reasonable value for the code acquisition time would
seem to be a few seconds (perhaps 5) at the worst case C/N0.
Because of the signal levels involved the acquisition time is not
very sensitive to increases in C/No. (see supporting computer
printout.) In the locked or tracking mode, the PN code acquisition/
tracking control circuit thresholds are set such that the false
alarm probability is on the order of 0.5. A threshold sensitivity
analysis has been performed and it was found that no problem
should arise due to reasonable (less than 10%) acquisition and
9
A
tracking threshold drifts. The code acquisition analysis assumes
w a one dB correlation loss due to filtering, etc., and a Z. 5 dB
°y	 loss due to code misalignment of 0.25 chip 	 Code acquisition
., a
g	 thresholds are set to give false' alarm probabilities varying' from
10 2 to 10 4 without causing a significant change in code acquisition
time. A reasonable PN code tracking threshold C/N0 value is on	 i
the order of 57 dB-Hz
Since the incoming code and carrier are coherent, the carrier
loop can be locked quickly and the data related false lock problem'
appears to be avoidable in an appropriately designed receiver.




	 In fact is appears that the carrier loop can be locked in less than
one second. The bit synchronizer (assuming a data-transition
i
tracking type loop) can be locked in a few milliseconds. The
frame synchronize ,
 should also lock in a few milliseconds. The
	
	 jl
bit synchronizer acquisition threshold is well below 57 dB-Hz and
-
	
	 it would appear that the same is true for the frame synchronizer.
The antenna acquisition time and angle track thresholds are
presently being addressed.
It is concluded that a "threshold -value ' ►
 of C/N0 = 60.2 dB-Hz
is adequate for meeting signal acquisition time specifications
provided in the Hughes proposal. On the other hand a C/N of
^.
two to three dB lower is considered reasonable for defining
E	 ^~
receiver tracking thresholds.
3.0 SYNCHRONIZATION TECHNIQUES AND TRADEOFFS
3.1 Introduction
Implementation of a carrier recovery circuit for a suppressed
carrier binary phase-shift keyed signal poses the interesting
question of which approach to take. This paper develops the track-
ing performance of a practical squaring loop in which the times two
multiplier is mechanizaed as a limiter/multiplier combination; this
A
"squaring" approach serves to produce the absolute value of the
arriving signal as opposed to theP erfect square law action which
1m
,n
is required in order to render acquisition and tracking performance
equivalent to that of a Costas loop. The absolute value type circuit




as low-signal -to-noise ratios, a wide dynamic range of signal level
and temperature variations are considered. In the signal-to-noise
ratio region of interest, it is shown that an absolute value type
"square law" circuit degrades the input C/N 0 by 0.5 to 0.8 dB over
that of an ideal squaring loop._ This also says that the tracking
performance of a Costas loop is better, by 0.5 to 0. 8 dB, than that of
a squaring loop implemented with a limiter/multiplier combination
for times two multiplication. At high SNR it is shown that thei
tracking performance of the two mechanizations is identical. In
	 j1
addition, the beat note level and phase detector gain are nonlinear
I	
^
functions of the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the limiter/
i
I	 multiplier. This is of concern as far as maintaining the design
!	 point loop bandwidth and damping as the signal level varies. Finally,
I
the weak signal suppression facto=: is derived and plotted as a function
of input signal-to-noise ratio.
I	 _
_	 3. 2 Analysis _of Squaring Circuit Mechanizations in Costas and jSquaring Loops
i
It is well known that the Costas loop of Figure 3-la and the
A
squaring loop of Figure 3-lb have the same theoretical noise
immunity in both the acquisition and tracking modes. However, in
G:

the implementation of a squaring loop, mechanization of the times
two multiplier is an important consideration insofar as system
performance at low signal-to-noise ratio is concerned. Con-
siderations which must be accounted for in the choice of the "squaring"
i
approach include a wide dynamic range with respect to the signal
level, good thermal stability, and accurate square law response
over the dynamic range of input signal and temperature levels of
interest. The performance with an analog multiplier usually
indicates degraded signal-to-noise performance relative to
m
theoretical. In an ;;Itempt to overcome the degrading effects at
i°
low signal-to-noise ratios, an alternate approach to the implementa-
tion of a squaring circuit was considered. The alternate mechaniza-
tion of the loop is illustrated in Figure 3-2. As far as the authors
can tell the tracking performance of this limiter/multiplier imple-
mentation of a squaring circuit incorporated in a PLL has not been
n	 addressed in the open literature.
The purpose; of this paper is to investigate the performance of
this implementation as compared to the known performance of the
ideal squaring loop case, Reference Z. In particular,' relative
F
comparisons are made on weak signal suppression factor on the
phase error signal in the second implementation, error signal SNR
..x





i losses as functions of input filter bandwidths and input SNR's_._ From
this computation the degradations on loop performance due to this
limiter /multiplier implementation from the ideal squaring loop case
is established.
3.3 Preliminaries and Signal Models




under consideration. 	 In Figure 3-2 'h l (t) is a bandpass filter with
center -frequency W0 and equivalent single-sided noise bandwidth Bi
(B <<w0 ). , given by
CO	
2
1	 r H(jw )^
ti. ( 	)
	
Bi	 27r	 0 IH(jW0)I2	
dw	
1
where H is the transfer function of the filter. The input signal to the





s(t) 4-2- A sin (- wot ;+ 6(t)) (3)
R# where e(t) is the information bearing signal, and n(t) is the narrow
band noise represented by
f	 „^ 1
n(t) = 




where no (t), ng (t) are zero mean uncorrelated Gaussian processes
with
E[n2(t)] -,E[n 2 (t)] = an/2
a2 = ED2 ( t )J = N^Bi
(5)
E[nC (t)n s (t +T )J =a
In (5) N0 is the one sided spectral density at he input to the BPF his
F,	 The noise process n(t) can be further written as
^a
n(t)	 =	 32 N i (t) cos	 (Wo t + e i (t))	 (6)
where Ni , a are the noise envelope and phase respectively given by









Combining (6) and (3) through some trigonometric identities we can
 rewrite the input signal x(t) in the form:
x(t)	 -	 o2 [(A - N S (t))	 sin P(t) + N C (t) cos (D(t)]	 (7)
-	 where
4(t)	 _	 mot + e(t)
NC 
(t)=
	 R (t)	 cos	 (e i (t) - e(t))
(8)
N 




" The noise processes_.Nc, Ns involve the information bearing signal
8(t).	 To obtain the statistical properties of N cNs we can rewrite
f (8) as follows:
N*(t)
	
_	 n c (t)	 cos e(t) + n s (t)	 sin e(t)
(9)
Ns (t)	 =	 n s (t) cos e(t)	 - nC (t) sin e(t)
which gives directly the following, assuming the noise process and
the information bearing signal are statistically independent
E[N (t)] = E [N (t)I =
E[N I= E[N 2] = Q2/2	 (10)C	 s	 n
r;
E[N c(t)Ns(t)I =
If in addition to (5) we define the normalized input noise auto-
correlation function to be
w
^
RR ( T) =	 6n	 yn (T)cosw^r	 -m<T<m
1
where rn ( ,r	 is low pass and has the properties
m
r	 (0)1 	 r	 (T)l <	 1,	 r	 (T)	 dr	 _	 1	 (11)f	 n	 B.
then the auto- and cross - correlation functions for N c (t) and Ns(t)
2`




E[NcNcT] = E[NSN ST] =	 2	 rn(T) cosoe T
?#
2 (12)




ne T= a ([^ -	 a ( T+ T)
T
3.4 Bandpass Limiter Output Signal
The ideal limiter function is defined such that
y y(t)	 _	 s9n( x(t) ) _+T	 if x(t)	 > 0 (13)
,..,
-1	 if x(t)	 <0
The input process x(t) can be written, from (7), as follows
i
X(t)













iUsn the complex Fourier transform
	 roach f relating hg	 P	 	 app	 o	 la i  t e
s
limiter output time function to that of the input, one obtains [3]
_ Y(t)	 _	 1	 G(Ja) exp CJ
	







exp [Ja	 v(t)	 cos	 (^(t) -- Y(
	 ))	 ]J	 a	 t
C
with G(jX) = 2/X, the transfer characteristic of the hard limiter [L] ,
and G the dynamic path of integration. Expanding the exponential




-	 Ek j k (^^' cos ke	 ..0k=0
where ek = 2 for all k > 1 and e
0
	1, and where Ik(z) are modified
iJ
Bessel functions, the limiter output y(t) can be integrated to be
k
Y( t )	 n	
(-1)	








3. 5 Squarer Output
i;
To obtain suppressed carrier tracking, the data modulation 8(t)
[bi-phase modulation assumed] has to be removed to create a cW
signal which is tracked by the PLL.
	
This is accomplished by
multiplying the limiter output (a stream of -11  I s) to the incoming
signal, and then obtaining the harmonics around 2u) by passing the 	 J^
c i multiplier output through the zonal filter h2.	 The multiplier output_
u	 ), can be written as;
I x(t)	 y(t)	 _	 /2— v(t)	 cos	 (^D(t)	 - -y(t)) x
±q (18)
m^ ') k









z(t)	 =	 ''3/ V (t) cos [2 (o-(t) - Y(t)) ]
	 (19)
Note then that in the above discussion the filter h2 is assumed a
mathematical entity which selects only the second zone component.
k A
_
In reality, a physical bandpass filter can only approximate this
Ni
consition since the spectrum of cos CL
	 -Y(t)] extends on all w;
however, because of the assumed narrow band (B l crw0 ) approx-
mation, the error is small.- Notice also from (19) that since bi-
I`
f
phase modulation is assumed z(t) is actually a CW signal at twice	 i
3 the car	 w rier frequency	 o when the noise effect Y(t) is negligible.
i 3.6 Weak Signal Suppression
j To obtain the loop error signal, the squarer output z(t) is
3
I	 _
mixed with the local reference signal
^
rtt;^)	 _	 sin 2[wot + ^^
1 .f where	 is the phase difference between z (t)'
 and r (t;	 ).
	 Omittingj






	 31rV(t)' sin [2 (0 + Y(t))]
I
{21)
4	 (A-Ns)2 - N^	 2 N	 (A-N )
3,r	 _	 2	 sin 26 -	 o	
__s cos
. 26 }
N^ + '(A - N s)
	
^N2 + (A-N )2
c	 s
It is of interest to compare this error signal with that of the perfect
squaring loop (see [2] , page 59, Equation 2- 69)
(t)	 K1K1 [(A-N s )2 -N2]
	
sQ c 	 c	 ssin 20 + [2 N (A-N ') ] cos 20 	(22 )m
in which K l , Km are rms VCO output in volts and multiplier gain
„	 respectively. Disregarding the multiplicative constants both E (t)
and es (t) can be written in the form
")	 E(t)	 a sin 20 +  s cos 2
I	 (23)
E (t)	 a' sin 4 + s' cos 4sq
. I
x	 where the a and are random processes. For the perfect squaring
loo case (equation 22	 e following equations are readilyt;	 P	 (q	 ) th f w   q	 Y verified
fA
y	 from (10)





IThus for the perfect squaring loop the mean error signal s t) is
f_	 2	 sq( directly proportional to A sin 24, and the term cos 24 can be
^-'•`
	
	 considered as a zero mean equivalent noise process. Notice then in
the perfect squaring loop case the mean amplitude of the error
06J
signal e(t) does not depend on p i . In addition, the error signal SNR
3
can readily be computed from the first two moments of Es q(t) to be
1
the following
E (92) 2	 A4SNR	 (25)
	esq	 Var (B')	 2 A2 62+ vn









c2	 N g ,	 (^7)of







p^	 (28)'pl	 -	 + p;
which approaches 1 2 as +a* and approaches as -► 0. FigurePP	 Pi	 PP	 pi	 Pi






iHowever, in the case of limiter-multiplier implementation of
is
the squaring loop, there is a signal suppression on E(t), which is a
r function of input SNR p .
	 Suppression in E (t) will affect the loopi
- bandwidth and tracking performance.
	 However, if this can be
compensated for by some control of the multiplier or loop gain,
then signal suppression on E (t), by itself, will not affect loop
performance.	 The actual performance, of course, will depend on
how much the noise power is suppressed relative to the signal
power, which is discussed in the next section.
	 To evaluate the
I
SNR	 for e(t) it is necessary to compute the first two moments of
E	 is
the terms a, R are concerned Nc and N s occurs at the same time^._




" evaluations of the expectations are reasonably straightforward.
	 The
results are	 i
A-N S 2 -	
C2
)	 N (^9)_ 3 ,
 7T 	 e Pi F[ 5











(A-N ) 2 - N 2	 2S)	 c	 Q 	2
E -pi_ 	 + Pi) + $P i aF[4; 5; p i ]	 (31)
^N^ + (A- N S) 2
N^ (A-Ns)	 2	 ^n	 _Pi	 (32)-pit
E = 16	 z(1+Pi )	 2	 e	 i	 F [4; S; Pilr
3 N^ +, (A-Ns )2
2	
2




r	 (a; 1; v)	 XvF [a . Y^ X]	 - v i	 ( Y ;	 1;	 v)	 (33)O
with
(m;	 d; V)	 _	 m (m + d)	 ***(m +'(v-1)d)
and
 
(m;	 d;	 p)	 =	 1
For (33) to converge, in general, it is required that ixl < l and
. y # 0 1 -1, -2, .. , ._ However, for the cases of interest in Equations
°i
(29) to (32) the particular confluenthypergeometric functions
involved can be written in terms of simplefunctions and modified
Bessel functions (see [4], p. 1073)
1
P1




-	 P i	 3	 l
F [ 4; 5; R i ]	 =	 4	 [e	 (pi - 3p 2 + 6p i -6) + 6 J	 (35)
R4
i
Written in such forms then it is easy to see that the convergence of
y (29)-{32) actually does not depend on the value of p.'. 	 a
i







thus the mean amplitude of the error signal E(t), as p i -► o^ ,is given
• from (21) with the multiplicative constant 4/3n neglected).
liin	 lim	 (A-NS)2 -_NC2
-► m	 E [













The weak signal suppression factor on ECw(t)] as a function of pi
' can be given as
Pi






I I I	 I ^ i Imo,
i
i
This relationship is illustrated in Figure 3-3,
Similarity to Equation (28) we can compute the ratio between




result follows directly from (34) and (35)
2	 _j
{	 SNR£ `	 3 3n 
/—P; e-^ j' F[ 2
t
; 3; a i
=	 pi
P i	 _P





1r Pi e-P1 IO( Z^ } (1 _ 
p 1 ^_ I1 (.^}







This ratio is compared to that of the perfect squaring loop in
Figure 3-4. It is of interest to observe the following limiting
i
cases for the above ratio,--,
SNR
2	
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As far as this ratio is concerned the limiter-multiplier implementa-
tion is equivalent to the perfect squaring loop as p i -+ m' and is
N 0.54 dB (9TT /32) worse than the perfect squaring :loop as pi	0.
3.7 Effective Loop SNR and Squaring LossF;s
As far as loop performance is concerned the essential factor is
the effective loop SNR (see [51 which depends on the noise power




signal E (t), around zero frequency. 	 N is defined to be 12 1q
Neq 	=	 2f Rn	 W dt	 (41)/_ „	 eq
Where neq is equivalent to zeromean noise processes in E (t)
.f
(equations (21) or (22)).	 For the perfect squaring loop case the
r auto-correlation function Rn	 of the equivalent noise process in 	 :.s q (t)
(22) has been computed by_Lindsey and Simon [21 to be
i




where R	 t -zs as	 zven in 12	 From this the equivalent noisen	 )_ . 	 gi en 	 )	c (










where NO is the input noise spectral density and d 	 is defined to be
the circuit squaring loss
=	 1 + SN
	
2(Z) dV	 (44)L	 2 A0 
_Qa	 c
The effective loop SNR peff for the perfect squaring loop is given
4 2	 in terms of dL and the equivalent ) signal-to-noise. ratio in the
loop bandwidth (B L ) of a second order PLL p = A 2 /NOEL by
a
feff (perfect squaring)	 =	 4	 (45)
n^
To compare the two implementations it is necessary to compute the
'v Neq for the equivalent noise process in (2.1) and to define the effective
_ squaring loss in the second implementation through Equation (45)
. by computing the effective loop-SNR p eff' . To obtain Neq , in this{
u=
7
case, requires computation of the autocorrelation function of
















NcT (A-N sL )R	 (`z)	 _	 4 E (46)	 a
neQ	
N^ + (A-N s ) 2
	N T + (A-N
	 )2CT	 ST





mean, with covariance matrix (see equation (12))




-Y	 T) sin C6T	 Yn( T ) Go$ C^ 1
r>. 2
A
_ a2 	 Y n ( T) cos e - Y ( T ) s in^'o-T	 1	 p (47)
r Yn(T) sin Ao-	 Y n (T) COS a9T	0	 1
L
f
P For all practical considerations the correlation times of the input
noise process n(t) is much shorter than the modulation process 0 (t),
then the actual covariance matrix A of Nc , N s , NeT'_Nse is given by,
F
for all practical considerations, the following:
7...
2 1	




0	 1'	 0	 ` Y^(T)
n 	
1	 0 (48)




For simplicity in notation, define
-	 -x^	 -	 N^	 x2 - NAT
YJ	 ='A - NS SY2=A-NST
Then the joint density of 






[(x^2+x2+(Y^-A)2 +(Y -A)2)P(X^ ^ Y19 x2 ^ Y2)	 4^	 2	 2




	 (X 1 X 2 _ (Y^ - A)	 (Y2 - A)) J
E
Where IA I1 /Z = 6n /4 [1 - Yn( T )^ ,	 When A	 0 the computation of the
I	
_ (	 ) '	 :quite complicated four. fold. integralsexpectation   in 4 6 involve s	 	
^Y
and numerical integration seems to be the only possible method of
solution.
If A = 0 (which is a good approximation to small input SNR
cases), the expectation (46) can be evaluated exactly.
	 In terms of
the noise envelopes and random phase angles:
(V. _
	
xf + y	 ^^ =tan	 \x	 i	 1 , Z	 50
I
i 4 ^















 V 	 a
4,r  41A]
-,
M 21r 21r	 a h 2 rn (t) v l v2 cos	 (¢2-¢1)





The double integral on 
^l and ^2 can be evaluated directly to be
2 i 2,ff an2 Yn(t) v 1 v2 cos;..
w.











2	 Y 2 (t)	 1	 _Y2n3	 {t)




- Y 2 (t)^^'j2	 `
n
^.
X	 4	 F [5 ; 7 ;	 2]+ 5 X F [4	 4; 2; '21
f (53)











and where the confluent hypergeometric function F is defined through




(55)V;	 Y; 1 ;vV_a
where (x;y;k) is defined in (33).
	 The effective loop SNR can then be	 j
A computed, with this approximation for small SNR cases, from (37)
A
and (53) to be
I tiA
Pj
t	 PP	 A2j e	 2	 ^Io(2^) + (1 - 1i) I 1 ( 2 1 J
1
2
eff =i 2 14	 B^ (56)
where B L
 is the one-sicced loop bandwidth and N eq is the equivalent
noise spectral density computed from R 




N Wi /4 (53) can be written as
















	 x	 F [^ 4' 2;7021	 -	 F j; 2;	 2] (58)
and
^y
Neq = 2N0 -	 g(t) d (W i t ) (59)
_m





where the equivalent squaring loss d'L can be written as
P	
1
P i e-P,CL°(2^) f (1 - Pi )
P^	 2
I 1 ( 2	 )^
9( t ) d(Wit)
a
(60)
" where g is defined in (58).
R
3. 8 Numerical Results
As an example, consider a bandpass filter with an RC transfer
;u








R	 {t) =	 R	 (t) _	 °	 exNc	 , Ns-
	
4	 p (-W	 ti^	 ) (61)
F----q4
4
(, Assuming signal distortion due to filtering is 'negligible, then the4
squaring loss for an ideal squaring loop for this R N (t) is computed
C[3 1 to be;
(62)
7 + 4p
For the same correlation function the equivalent circuit squaring
i
loss for the limiter/multiplier implementation can be computed :From
^ y (60), where the integration on g(t) can be performed numerically..
This result is plotted as a function of'p i, together with equation (62)
!i
on Figure 3-5.	 It is noted that the limiter /multiplier implementation
i
has relatively more squaring loss than the ideal squaring loop for
{	 .i low input SNR cases, which is expected.	 However, it is interesting
to note that as p,
i
 4 0 the difference between the two squaring losses
asymptotically approaches	 0. 8 dB.
^ As	 a	 the A ^ 0 approximationpi becomes large,,	 	 ti  is no longer valid.
However, it is seen from the definitions of definition of N eq (t) in	 i
iz
(21) that
Yteq -► 2NC (t)	 as p i -►
and
Rne (t) ^' 4RNc ( L )	 as P i -	
m
q




Input SNR, dB (P,	 0 Assm v 'mdonsm
N W:	
.3HONI ol X 1 
74U0 1 ZVZ 1 9v HON I 3H1ol or x or .4 r a
kOn the other hand, since the signal suppression factor approaches
unity as to Pi -+ m , the effective loop SNR approaches, as p -+
' 2
peff 	 4	 B	 _	 P	 as ai--^ m	 (63)
pp oL
From (63), it is clear that ,,PL approaches unity, as was in the case of i
the ideal squaring loop case (eq. (62).	 Therefore, we conclude	 a
3
that the loops have identical tracking performance at high signal-to-
noise ratios.
4, 0 SYMBOL SYNCHRONIZER TRADEOFFS
In this section of the report various symbol synchronization
techniques are discussed and tradeoffs made.	 The classes of
symbol synchronization systems covered in the discussions are:
•Harmonic generating/tracking symbol synchronizers
*MAPI symbol synchronizers
j l•A class of early-late gate type symbol synchronizers
(absolute value, least of squares, I-Q loops)
jj
•'I-Q loop symbol synchronizers
*Digital data transition tracking loop synchronizers
tr
r *Symbol sync systems operate in two distinct modes: the signal.
I	
A
or sync acquisition mode and the synchronous or tracking mode





system performance during the time the clock signal is being
established, while the tracking mode relates to system performance
as data detection is being accomplished. Each mode has fundamental
physical restrictions and characteristics. The best performance
is achieved when these two modes of operation are as independent
as possible. Performance indices are different for the two modes.
Those considered in the following discussion are:
Sync Acquisition Mode	 Synchronous or Tracking
*Sync acquisition range	 *Symbol sync jitter
•Sync acquisition time	 .Symbol slippage rate
*Probability of sync acquisition	 •Symbol error probability
degradation





Symbol synchronizers can be implemented with either analog
a	
3or digital circuits. The performance of each has been compared i
and it can be shown to be approximately equal, with the digital
implementation exhibiting only a very small degradation in accuracy,
Ref. 4, The advantages of digital mechanization are stability,
accuracy, and reliability.
I^	 ,
4.1 Harmonic Generating- Tracking Symbol Synchronizers
'. Perhaps the oldest approach to the problem of producingP	 PP	 P	 P	 g
..{^	 symbol synchronization from the information bearing signal is
i_







} Figure 4-1.	 Simple Rectifier-Filter Type Symbol-
Synchronizer.
illustrated in Figure 4-1.	 Since symbol sync information is
i!	 ! carried in the data transitions, a nonlinear operation (e. g. , a
differentiating circuit followed by a rectifier) can be used to
1
generate a clock component whose strength depends upon the data 	 a
l	 q transition density, the signal data power, and the bit rate. 	 For
a
Manchester encoded data, the ratio of the power in the clock







where p is probability of occurrence of a 11 1" in the data stream
and R is the bit rate.	 The unfortunate feature of such a system
't is that the differentiation of a noisy signal produces a noisier signal
_. and also generates a sizable self-jamming/self-noise component
whose power is also proportional to the bit rate squared.	 For
high input SNR's and fixed data rate signals, such as high-rate 	 j
QPSK where Eb /N 0 = 5 to 10 dB and the data rate is fixed, the
thermal effects and the self-noise generated can be simultaneously
:
tolerated. However, at low input SNR's, Eb IN0 <3 dB, the self-	 j
noise term and thermal noise term are of the same order and
marked degradation (6 dB) in system performance results. Thus
at high noise levels relative to that of the data signal, the data
transitions are erroneously generated, and the phase-locked
	
f ?	 oscillator tends to follow the noise rather than the clock component.
An alternate harmonic tracking symbol synchronizer is illus-
trated in Figure 4-2. The noise performance of this type of symbol.






Figure 4-2_. Symbol Synchronizer for Digital Data and
High SNR..	 j
synchronizer is known to be superior to that of Figure 4-1 as the
1
operatic- does not depend on the data transitions of the signal
component directly. The synchronizer does, however, exhibit a
s
sharp performance threshold for low input SNR ! s due to the product_
of the noise with its delayed version. Superior noise performance
	
.	 can be obtained from the symbol synchronizers discussed below,
	






4.2 Symbol Synchronizer Based Upon MAP Estimation Theory
I The process of extracting the necessary timing from the inform-
ation-bearing waveform for coherent detection of the digital stream
i
has been referred to as 'data derived sync" or 'self-sync".
	 The
problem of estimating symbol sync from a received signal-plus-
j noise can be optimally handled using the theory of maximum
i likelihood estimation for an unknown parameter in Gaussian
noise (Reference 2, Chapter 9).
	 In this theory one assumes
complete knowledge of an observed sequence°of K data bits and
proceeds to arrive at the maximum likelihood estimate of bit sync.
A practical interpretation of this in the time domain suggests
1 correlating the received signal with a stored replica of the basic
=k. received pulse shape and taking the log hyperbolic cosine of this
result and accumulating these values over all possible bit sync
i possibilities.	 The value which yields the largest accumulated value
i
is then declared the best symbol sync estimate.
C
i
Unfortunately, this approach to symbol sync suffers from two
difficulties.	 First, the values for the symbol sync epoch take on a
continuum of values over the bit duration.
	 To practically apply this
theory to the development of a practical PCM bit sync system, one
I	 .




a parallel search, procedure over these allowable bit sync positions,
i'
fNeedless to say, a parallel search is prohibitive of equipment
while a serial search is prohibitive in terms of bit sync acquisition
time. The second disadvantage of applying this theory to the
development of a practical symbol sync system has to do with the
fact that it is open loop,, i.e., no provision is made in the theory
for operation in the tracking mode. The symbol sync jitter perform
k	 ance of the optimum -maximum likelihood estimate synchronizer in
terms of the ratio of energy per bit to noise spectral density (ST/N0)
for various values for K and various pulse waveform shapes is given
in Reference 2, ;Chapter 9, pp. 420-429.
To include the tracking function into the requirements of a
symbol sync system, various authors (Reference 2, Chapter 9)
propose tracking the symbol sync with -a closed loop system whose
i
error signal, generated from the open loop maximum likelihood
estimate, is used to control a voltage control oscillator (VCO).
We now discuss .a large class of symbol sync systems which are
i




diagram of a closed loop symbol synchronizer 	 ^)
based on MAP estimation theory is illustrated in Figure 4-3. The
phase of the timing puls e generator, which controls the start andf,
i
termination of the integrate-and-dump circuits, is bumped every
T sec by an amount proportional to the magnitude of the gradient of
the a posteriori estimate of the bit sync epoch e and in a direction
based on its si;,n as computed for the previous KT sec.	 Notice the
i'
nonlinearity tanh x in the in-phase channel.
	
We note for large SNR's
;'	 n that tanh x = sgn x, while for small SNR's, tanh x = x. 	 For high




Other symbol synchronizers based on MAP estimation theory
)	 ^ ram'for an early-are of the early-late gate type. 	 The functional diag
late gate type symbol synchronizer which destroys the data modula-
tion by taking absolute values to generate a tracking S-curve is
illustrated in Figure 4-4. 	 In Figure 4-5 an early-late gate symbol
synchronizer with square-law type of nonlinearity is illustrated. 	 The
Z
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y Figure 4-3.	 A Closed Loop Symbol Synchronizer Motivated by
the MAP Estimation Approach. j
,z
detailed analysis of performance can be found in Reference 2,
Chapter 9, pp. 458-466. )
4.3 Symbol, Synchronizers Motivated by Optimum Design of the
Phase Detector
I



















Figure 4-4,	 Functional Block Diagram of ari Early-Late Gate
Type of Symbol Synchronizer with Absolute Value
Type of Nonlinearity.
.. t
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Figure 4-5	 An Early Late Gate Type of Bit Synchronizer
I	 j with Square-Law Type of Nonlinearity.
optimum phase detector characteristic.	 What is optimum depends 	 j
on the performance measure chosen to represent system behavior.
3 For example, during the signal acquisition mode, the performance
-39 _
imeasures are acquisition time and range, and probability of acquisi-
tion. After symbol sync has been acquired, attention is focused on
	 j
y1	 the tracking mode where measures such as mean squared bit sync 	 3
I^ jitter, mean time to first loss of sync, and bit slip rate become
	 .'
significant. In the past, several approaches have been addressed.
OAcquisition mode
-Choice of the phase detector characteristic to maximize
acquisition range (Referen ce 7, Chapter 10);
Choice of the phase detector characteristic to minimize
acquisition time (Reference 7, Chapters 10 & 11)
oTracking Mode
-Minimization of the area under the tail of the symbol sync
error probability density function (Reference 2, Chapter 10)
Minimization of the kth absolute central moment of the
symbol sync error pdf
a 4.4 Digital-Data Transition Tracking Symbol Synchronizers
t	 A symbol sync system originally proposed by Lindsey and
Tausworthe, Reference =1 (and now operational in the Deep Space
Network and els-ewhere) for demodulation of coded telemetry
signals is. the digital data transition tracking loop illustrated in;l
in Figure 4-6. This was based on an optimum design of the phase
detector in the tracking mode,
	 x,
In this design, the input-noise-free signal s(t e) is a random
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Figure 4-6,	 The Digital Data Transition Loop (DTTL).
defined by p (t) = Jg for 0 st sT, p (t) = 0 for all other t.	 The sum
s	 s	
_
of this signal pulse noise n(t) is passed through two parallel branches,
which are triggered by a timing pulse generator according to a
4 digitally filtered version of an error signal formed from the product
u of the branch outputs. 	 Furthermore, two branches are held at a 	 I
fixed phase relationship with one another by the timing generator.
Basically, the in 	 branch monitors the polarity of the actual
transitions' of the input data and the mid-phase branch obtains a
measure of the lack of sync.. 	 The particular way in which these
two pieces of information are derived and combined to synchronize





4.5 Performance Comparison for Various Symbol Synchronizers
4.5.1 Tracking Mode /RMS Symbol Sync Jitter
In comparing the performance of several different bit sync
configurations, one must choose a fixed operating condition that is
common to all. For the comparison we set the SNR R d
 = E  /N0
-5 dB (-2 dB in a one-half bit rate bandwidth), 1. e. , the Shuttle
threshold design point, and considered the normalized rn Zs bit sync
jitter Q X% as the performance measure. Since it is known (Reference
2) that the difference of square loop performance is inferior to
the absolute value type synchronizer as well as the digital data.
transition loop synchronizer, the performance comparison is only
made here between these latter two. Furthermore, it has been -
shown (Reference 2) that the optimum setting of the earlier
integrator relative to the late integrator in the absolute value
a
synchronizer is L0— 4
s
Table 4-1 compares the rms jitter performance at the Shuttle
bra.ssboard"design point of the digital data transition synchronizer
3
to that of the absolute value synchronizer for various normalized
a
loop bandwidths; that is, the loop bandwidth times the bit duration
r
B LT; and two different window widths, E 0 in the digital data transi-




NRZ-L AV. do . 1/4 OTTL; C o • 1/2 DTTL; t o - 1/4 AY (do 	1/4)
OTTC (^ o -T/ 4)
AY (to 	1/4)
bnLt' o
R d	 E/No BLTS ' asz al S aA% 360oy. degrees
-Sd9 1.0 19.8655 17.586 11.94, 43 2.2.do-
0.53 do
-5dB 0.50 14.0470 12.43S 8.44 30 2.2 dB
0.53 dB
-5dB 0.25 9.9327 0.79 S.97 22 Z.2 do 0.53 do
-5dB 0.05 4.4420 ,3.93 2.67 9.6 2.2 dB
0.53 do
-5d8 0.0167 2.5646 2.27 1.54 5.5 2.2 dB
0.53 do
-5dB 0.0143 2.3743 12.10 1.43 5.14
2.2 do 0.53 do
-5d3 0.011 2.0940 '1.85 1.25 4.5 2.2 do
0.53 do
-5dB 0.010 1.7120 1.53 1.03 3.7 2.2 do 0.53 d0
T
'I
Table 4-1. Comparison of the Absolute Value Synchronizer to
DTTL Synchronizer for Two Different Window Widths
AV • Absolute value synchronizer
i
OTTL • Digital data transistion loop synchronizer
i
The absolute value synchronizer rms bit sync jitter is 2.2 dB
inferior to that of the digital data transition loop synchronizer
^	
4 with p 0 = ^ 0 = 'for Rd - - 5 dB.!	 1
The absolute value synchronizer loop; rms bit sync jitter is
E	 0.53 dB inferior to that of the digital data transition loop
FI	
;
synchronizer with `O 4 ^O = a for Rd = -5 dB.
I	 Therefore, on the basis of this performance measure the digital data
I transition tracking loop synchronizer is the recommended mechaniza-
tion and was selected for the hardware simulation.
4. 6 Acquisition Performance Comparisons for the DTTL and
a	 _Absolute Value Type Symbol Synchronizers
This section compares the acquisition performance of DTTLP	 q	 P(	 ai




acquisition in the presence of noise is not complete,- we present
here the key results obtained by computer simulation. Here
f^
acquisition time was determined as a local clock frequency. The
time to acquire was defined as the time to stop slipping cycles plus
the time for the loop to settle in phase to 5°/o of a bit period. Figure
	
k_1	 4-7 plots the acquisition performance of the two bit synchronizers
Ye
	
'	 under consideration for three different input conditions. These are
with a noise free square wave input, with a noise free NRZ input,

















Figure 4-7. Acquisition versus Frequency Offset to Bandwidth Ratio.
the acquisition performance of a continuous wave PLL as taken
from Lindsey (Reference 7) is shown. Several conclusions, should
be noted:
AA
• The amount of frequency offset that can be tolerated is much
ri .. less than one would predict using the standard sinusoidal PLL
theory.
f
• At low SNR's, acquisition times can be excessive and the
acquisition range is considerably degraded. 	 ..,.
*The acquisition time, for a given input frequency offset, is
strongly dependent upon whether the input data is periodic,
random, noise-free, or noisy.
•The DTTL loop is superior to the early-late gate absolute
value synchronizer under all input conditions,
With randomNR.Z, the DTTL can tolerate nearly four times
more frequency uncertainty than that of the absolute value
I
synchronizer.
*The acquisition time is highly dependent on the transition density
in the data stream.
On the basis of these results, the digital data transition tracking
loop synchronizer is again, the recommended approach for hardware
simulation as it is capable of outperforming the absolute value, type
in both the acquisition mode and tracking mode.
4, 7 Bit Error Probability Degradation Due to Symbol Sync Jitter
Because the effects of bit sync jitter on the bit error probability
r remain an unsolved theoretical problem in systems which employ






















on the performance of uncoded coherent communications which use
Manchester coding. These curves, illustrated in Figure 4-8
represent plots of the bit error probability versus R d
 = ST IN
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t	 Figure 4-8, BER versus SNR for Various Values of Jitter.
f	 ^
4. 7. 1 Summary of Selected Symbol Synchronizer Configurations -
Based on the foregoing discussions, symbol synchronization in
the presence of frequency offset and low SNR's is best accomplished r






synchronizer. This synchronizer outperforms a class of early-
late gate type symbol synchronizers_ which is illustrated in
Table 4-2. Based upon the tradeoffs given in this section LinCom
has selected the DTTL for hardware simulation.
5. 0 POWER DIVISION ANALYSIS OF A THREE CHANNEL




This part of the report is concerned with the Shuttle Ku Band
transmitter design which three channels are proposed for use in
transmitting data. Since a three channel signal gives rise to a
noncoherent signal envelope, it is of interest (due to AM to PM
I
	 conversion effects which may occur in the TDRS repeater) to process
i
I	 r
	 the combined signal via a bandpass limiter prior to transmission;
thus a constant envelope signal results.
This section derives the exact power split for arbitrary
modulation indices which is obtained in the high rate, medium
rate, low rate and intermodulation channels after limiting the
p
three channel signal. For the 80/20 power split, the exact
values of power division is computed and summarized. For this
special case it is concluded that the percentage of power in the
high and medium rate channels remains largely in tact after
limiting and that signal suppression in the low rate channel




• modulation term is .5016 of  the total powertransmitted. It is
demonstrated that the intermodulation signal component is, in
phase with the signal in the high rate channel.
5.2 Introduction
At the present time, data transmission from the Shuttle orbiter
via the Ku band link will employ two modulation schemes One	 q
involves an all digital transmission scheme in which high data
rates are involved., The other scheme involves transmission of
low-rate digital data combined with analog TV data via analog FM
modulation. In either case, transmission of the digital data will
employ unconventional quadrature phase shift keyed (QPSK) modu
lation scheme in which the two quadrature components are un-
balanced with respect to data rate and power.
(
This report is concerned with the first modulation scheme in
which three channels are to be used to transmit the data. The
x functional model of the proposed Shuttle Ku band orbiter transmitter
is depicted in Figure 5. 1. As noted from this figure, three data
sources d 1 (t), d2(t)'and d 3 (t) serve to modulate the carrier oscilla-
tion cos u) ct. Data source d l (t) is presumed to be the high data
rate source (on the order of 100 megasymbols/sec), d 2 (t)repre-
sents a medium rate source, (on the order of a few 2 to 4
f
megasymbol/sec) and d3 (t)a low rate source (on the order of 200
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and signal at point Q4	 Since the envelope of the signal at
point four is not constant and since AM to PM, conversion is
likely to take place in the transmitters power amplifier or in
the TDRS itself, it is of interest to study the deleterious effects
signal emerges. This signal is then used to phase modulate the
quadrature component of the carrier oscillation cos cot. Datas 
source d l (t) is used to phase modulate the carrier so that the
two quadrature RP oscillations at points 20 and Din Figure 5.1
are summed and gain adjusted to give the desired power split
created by insertion of a bandpass limiter/zonal filter in the
signal path. This will serve to create a constant envelope signal
at the transmitter output. In particular, it is of interest to:
(I) study the three channel power split out of the limiter versus the
input power split, (2) to determine the power in the intermodulation
distortion term as well as its phase relationship with respect to the
three data components. In addition it is of interest to look at a
Costas type receiver structure which can be used to demodulate and
synchronize to the received signal.
Y	 5.3 Power Division Analysis Out the Bandpass Limiter
Consider the modulator block diagram illustrated in Fig. 5-1
n	 whose purpose is to generate a signal for simultaneous transmission
of three channels of information. For example, two of the channels
^u
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100 Msps while the other has a rate up to 2 Mbps) and the third
channel consists of operational data at a rate of 192 Kbps. The
structure of the modulator is such as to form an unbalanced quadri-
phase signal wherein the high rate data signal /Pd l (t) is biphase
modulated on the in phase carrier ,' 2^ cos w c t and the stub of the
two lower rate signals .115-2d2 (t) and ,/P3d3(t) after being modulated
onto separate square-wave subcarriers Sg 2 (t) and Sg 3 (t), are added
i
and biphase modulated onto the quadrature carrier ,)Tsin w c t. The
sum of the in-phase and quadrature modulated carriers, i. e., the
unbalanced and quadriphase signal s(t) is then power amplified





In view of the above comments the signal generated at the
transmitter output, point Q5 in Figure 5-1, can be conveniently
modeled by









Medium Rate	 Low Rate	 i
R	 Component	 Componenti
I
r:.	 This signal can be viewed as a doubly unbalanced QPSK trans -
mission in that the term in the brackets in (1) represents anr	
j99i
51
1unbalanced QPSK signal at the subcarrier level while the sum
of the two terms in (1) represent an unbalanced QPSK signal at
--_ the RF level.	 It is convenient to define the terms
_
CM e ^dl (t) e ^P1 sl(t)
S(t)	 _	 Sg2(t)d^(t) i- - Sg3(t)d3(t)
v
2 g2
(t) + J s3(t) (2)
and s 1 (t), s 2 (t) and s 3 (t) are fl binary waveforms.	 Thus (1) can
be rewritten in the form
_.
S. (t)




Alternately, in polar coordinates (amplitude and phase), Eq. (1)
can be rewritten as
(4)
s.(t)	 _V(t)sin(w t+ Y(t))i	 C
where




an4(t)	 = tan -i s S(t)
i
It is well known, Ref. 7, Appendix of Chapter 4, passing ,s(t) of





Thus, the resultant first zone output of the limiter is given by
(Ref. 7)
°	 s (t) = F2P% sin(w t + Y(t))
i	
6c	 O
where P is the total power in the first zone after amplification.
a
In terms of in-phase and quadrature components, Eq. (6) can be
j	 rewritten as
{
,	 =	 2P S(t)g (t)	 sin Wt + C(t)cos W t 1t	 z	 V(t)	 c	 V(t)	 c	 (7)
f
From (3) and (5), we have that
V(t) =




P1 + P2 + P3 + 2 P2P3 52(t)s3(t)
f




V t = P i+ ZFi3T
	
P3 s2(t)s3(t)	 (9)O}	 T 	 P T
E	 ::f
or equivalently
^ 	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
;F	 V(t)	
1 +2	 2	 3	 l 2	 2.
^:.	 _	 T	 T'	 T	 T
s 2 (t)s 3 (t) 2	 1	 ^,1	 P–`	 (10)
1-2r__I_ N P 3 
rj—
2N P NP 3:
-r	 T	 T	 T T
LL it -5 3-
iIntroducing the following definitions
Z	 1	 +	 1
C 1
w	 1-k2ZP2 p 3 	 l_2 P2Np
	
T T




2 1_ 2 F2 ^3	 1 +2 2	 3P )PT	 T	 I'T 1'T
U
into (2) and (11) into (7) and (10) yields the signal model into the i
I




	 s2(t) + G1
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Let: us now define the 
P	 P
pT P 1 




P [Cl	 - G2 I2 (Medium Rate)u'"
	
T
P3 	 p [C1-C2,^2 (Low Rate){	 ^	 T
I
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In view of (13) we can rewrite (12) as













where ^(t) = w t. Thus, we see that under the assumptions ofC
ideal alignment of the transmitter in-phase/quadrature channels,
I
that the limiters first zonal output consists of four terms instead
of the three which appeared at its input. In particular, the inter-
modulation term in (14) is in phase with the high data rate signal
component and there is a corresponding adjustment of powers in
the individual data signals which can be assessed exactly via (13).
I
5.3. 1 The 80/20 Power Split Division After Limiting
If we arbitrarily set the output level of the power amplifier
equal to the total input power level, i, e., P - P I,, then for fixed
values of P 1 /PT P2 /PT and P 3 /PT , one can compute from (13)
the corresponding values of P/P,I P2 /PT„ P3 /P,r, and Pd /PZ, for
the transmitted unbalanced quadriphase signal of (12). For
example, suppose the high rate channel contains 80% of the total
power while the remaining 2076 is split with 80% going to the next	 1














.16 = -7.96 dB	 (Medium Rate
P T	 -
a	 t 3P3




and out of the limiter we obtain from (11), (12) and (13)
P1
= .8157












= .0287	 =	 - 1 5.4 dB
T
Pd
p P	 _ .-005 29 _ _ -22, 7 dBT
x _	 (16)
Upon comparing (15) with (16) we see that there is very little change
k
in the powers in the high rate and medium rate channels; however,
due to the weak signal effect inherent in the limiter, it has
i suppressed the power in the low rate channel by approximately4^a
It	 tt .












Therefore, the presence of the limi
weaker (low data rate) channel by 1.44 dB, the medium rate channel
by 0.27 dB and the high rate channel by . 08 dB. The power in the
intermodulation product is 0. 5% of the total power and it is in
phase with the high rate data channel.
CY ,
^	 I!	 I	 I	 I	 I ^i I
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	 • .1,6200-^ 1 Ilia:	 0.41610-01 IHC:
4LIAf:	 ^.4t11rF-1,3
	
1`1. 45 itE-1.3	 `•34rIE Ott
AICA-:




n 1-TA-:	 r. y 91 Jf-26 ^.4)I If-2t2 0.0
• I f TOw	 3 f11w:	 1.1 r'ilu-01 I11C:
•1 -I ,Iw:	 1.6on(,I)-0, 1 I)tw:
	 1. 793d0- n I THC:
•-fTnw:
	 .SA^50-• 3 THw:
	 •1.1 7570- 11 TIIC:
► --TOw:	 .aW%71)-^ 1 flow:
	 n .
 I'd 300- 1)1 THC:
- f f 11) * :	 1.1,6200-': 1TH*:	 no 1 r57U-OI 1640:
-•-I)4:
	 +.50.2913	 1 11'10:
	 1 ). 7H3tl1)- p l 1`11C:
--1I"W;
	 'I.b6390-'! 1 flow:	 ^.17570-01 IHC:
---Tow:
	
1.6(•110	 I THw:	 1). 11It)D- f)1 THC;
ALf4•:	 1•IIT)r-C4	 n .117)F - n 4	 0.2462F-01
^l I A-:	 ^.?5451 . - 1 1	 `.2 ,14i E- ' I I	 0.9%5411 0^•
" TA f;	 •IY'7C-2? no  I"7E-22 0.0
1 to -:	 ^.1 NOtf-?4 ".I461E-2d n.')
f IT)*:	 1 .66 n1, 11- 1 ' 3 111*:	 1. 11?SN I)-12 IHC:
.f-1`	 l_r I 1114:	 17Iit) 03 THC:
-1T)*;	 ).6R^^1) -1 3 11,11:	 ^.642'1 HU-42 T tic :
--rnw:	 ).7132:)- "3 T114:	 ).17730 (1 3 THC:
I0100:
	 `•69'► 51)-"I1 T114:	 •x •42540- 1)2 THC:
-fns:
	 .74')1,0-•' 3 Ills:	 ).17r30 1 3 T'IC:
' f l)*;	 .6m)'i)-') 3 1 ' 1`4:	 1. 125 w-)2 flic
--- ► I)w:	 .111141) •'^ Too*:	 '1.17730 OI THC:
1'IL•-o ►f,ICE '	 n•Irl
AI 1 It •:	 ' •4^24r- • 1	 '1 .4 1 23'=.-j 1 7	 0.41 )IF-n4
^I I A-:	 1, .?^771' ^n	 02^7r5 n'1	 n•In 1 n E ^1
rIA•:	 ".1.^.bIF-%'	 . 1 51 5E-2':	 0•G
TA -:.12351. -!1
	 •123-15-II	 '1.411
• 1 1Iflow 	 ^•I.t.f, ^1,0-1' 01 nfr:	 )•7 ) 210-12 4640:
.- 1 04:	 1 .719n0- 1 1 11,11:	 "t. 1 •>73U 11 tl1C:
. -•l Ow:	 `•56^ 4 )-' 1 3 T'lw:	 ' .r )210-1'2 I1,IC:
. - - 11 04:
	 1.7 )'1')) n 1 1,4,1	 ). 11, / 30 1 1 FIIC:
I • T I)w:	 ^.I r ns)-^2 T114:	 1`.7v21U-'1 2 THC:
- f -1 )w:	 ^•177?') "I Tllw:	 '11 !!s
	 11 TIIC:
--0101:
	 w •1J63 0 )-"? f1,I4:	 )•7'1210-12 IHC:







).b0^^E M 1.501'r1t: nn
n.101^• ) 7l 1"40:	 ^.0




1.1 ,30 ^1) 71 2`4 J:	 n.n
r1 . 190 MD I1 PMJ:	 0.11('.10 1` 1)1) 71 2`40:	 r.0'
C• IO WU 71 PMU: n.n
0.1^n1D 71 Pt4U:	 ^.n
' 1 .10000 71 P'4 D.	 0.0
0.lnC01) 71 PMU: 0.0
0.11^RD 71 2`40:	 (1.0
1 1.1471E n)	 0.3471E On).c,SfAE n)	 0.6511E CO
1.1	 0.0
1 .O	 1.0
0.100'1D 71 PMU: 0.0
r •1G0^7 71 PMU: n.n
r.1000U 71 P4D: 0•0
C. 100 •') 71 PMU: O.n
0.10090 71 P4 D:	 n.n
0.IOOna 71 P40:	 0.0
'.100')1) 71 2`40:	 n.n
n.11CnD 71 PM O:	 0.0
1."1462£-01
	 0.2462E-01
1.77'AE n) 0.9754E 00
1.O	 0.0
1.0	 0.0
0. 1'10)0) 71 PMO: O. n
r.110nU 71 PMO: n.0'
n.100^0 71 PMU: 0.0
1). 1 00: ) 71 1 1 40: (1.0
n.110nu 71 2`40: 0.0
41.100na 71 PMu: O.n
l'. 100'1 0 11 PAU:	 0.0
n. 10000 71 2`40: (1.0
1.41 .31E-14	 0.4191F-04
0.1000E nl	 0.1000E 01
1.n n.0
1.0 O.0
:.IC0n3 71 P41): r.O
O.IOnnu 71 P40: n•C
0. 11011 3 71 PMU: 0.O
A.1101D 71 PAO: r` .0
0.100 111D 71 PMU: C.0
^. IO1 )) 71 P4 1 ): ^.n
r'.I )0'10 71 PMU: r.n










































































0. 1 152E 01

























































CASt	 '	 I1.HNtl =	 59.20
I	 I
101,E HANCt = n•^
A,. It A•:	 `.I.1n^r: _12
	
^•1 •.	 r-_^l	 Q•5', 1'11 n'1
11F A.:	 ^.4146-i01 ^•4341,-30 ^•J
to, TOO:
	 ' 1 •m ..140- n 3 T1141:	 •'I 1 1580-')1 IHC:
TPL I PANC_ F =	 f.... r.!i
11
Lf " A . ;	 •. 6777E-^.i	 n•6771L- 1 1 ^•4221£ n1'
ALFA-:	 •.1458L-C., "•145iF:-')2 n•576"E n^
Hr 1A.:	 ^•'IR94E-36 n•9^91f-It. C•O$IFIA- :	 • l "t 9r-J6 . .2 . 63E-16 P•1
.♦ ITMA	 ^.66090-^1 fllw:	 11. 7 2`410-31 TM:
..-TOW:
	 1.6br91)-f•3 THIN :	 n•47630-I)1 1110:
♦ -.l Ow:	 A . 66`90- r^3 lllw:	 •22810-J1 T tic :
.- - TOW:	 0.660'91 ► -01 T11111:
	 01 .4r63J-)I f,3C:
-.1 TOW :	 1.65190-13 TIIW:
	 /i •22f11U-4I f14C:
It -TUW :	 ". 662( 11-" 1 T114:	 ^ .4 7b3U- ( % 1 I IK
--.TO&:	 1%.66201)-^ 1 Tllm:	 n .,e2fl1U -nl T11C:
---TIIW:	 0.66?1i1 ► -' 1 Illw:	 ^.41630-01 111L:
TCLS pANCF a n.^In
ALVA.:	 ^.4517f-^-I 1 .4 ,437E-^3 0.3471E ^^
ALFA-:	 n .21')IF-r2 11.21 O I F- •I[ 0.653 1
 E On
H-/A.: ^.18)7r-35 0 •Id9)E-J5 O.n
RFTA-:	 .1300 ?_ 1 F-37	 ^•9rii 1 F-17	 0.'1
•.6 TOW:	 l.bbr-60-n3 flow: n •1157U-01 THC:
..-II)W:
	 •661611-i13 Tllw:	 to. fit 3f10-^I THC:
.-. TOW :
	 0.66^6f)-r f THw:	 ''.1757U-01 TIIC:
.- -f OW: ^.66071)-r3 114w:
	 ^. its 38U-rl THC:
-..TUW:	 ^.6d?811-^ l IIlm:	 ^.1 7570-01 THC:
- .- TUW:	 0 .662911 -^ I TIIW:	 n .Ir118U-01 TtIC:
--.row:	 1 . 6G?9n- r• 3 Told:	 ' I.115?D-JI r)1C:
-- -TOrt:	 1.66)111-" l TIIW:	 n.7tl38a-11 III(-:
1411. r PANCF = n.n5^
Alf A.:
	
r .I 119F-(V ..1173E-^4 0.246211- -nl




-33	 n .6 • `1 1 F.-13 0.0
Hr TA-:
	 +`.22191'-3') n .2?3vF.-39 1).n
♦.. II)w:	 1.660.70-(' 3 1110:	 0•JLSt1D-02 THC:
•.-TDw:
	 ,.6(,nr1)-^ 3 Tllw:	 1.1 /110 ')3 f11C:
/-.TOW:
	 1.6(^rU-^3 fllw: '^•Nt5dU-02 THC:
1
--Tf)W:	 • '.71.120-^3 film:	 1 .17731) 03 TNC:
-..Tltw:
	 1 .61A91''	 ) Tflm:	 n .44580-02 THC:
-.-IOw:	 74	 J, 1iI0:	 1.17711) 03 111C:
- -. T Uw:	 1.60950-13 fNO: 1.8_, 5L1U-C2 1110:
---TOW:
	 ".11841' /M TNW: r .1/7.fU 03 1HC:
Tr'L F HANC° = ^.1r^
ALFA.:	 0 .4^29F-n7 n.4h2ifi-')7 11.41 ill E-04
ALFA-:	 ^.2 1FI77E for 7.2n77f: 0'n 0 .In011I ^1
iIFTAt:	 1 .6987E-10 n .t,98/E- I ll n.c
-IF TA-:
	 • .'1251r-41	 ^.f12`sIF-43 O.^
•..TOW:
	 1 Tito:	 r1 .7'4210-C2 T tic :
r.-TI)W:	 ' .718^U-^ 1 Tito :
	 ^. IS?ju 11 114C:
/-. TOW :	 n.66rr 1)- r' 1 T11w:	 ^.19210- 0 2 T1/c:
' --10w:	 ^. !989 1 ) " 1 1ltm:	 1. I'i7JJ 11 I tic :
..1110:
	 1).1^^61)-r 2 TI/w:	 ^• 7 • )210-02 TNC:
/ - TDm:	 ^.1172)) r 1Tllw:	 • 17.,73,3 11 fHC:
--.rl)w:
	
.13611)-^1 T1lw:	 "•7')210-12 T11C:
--T011:	 n.1844u I n 114w:	 ^•3'.7.i0 11 INC:
PLW:	 n.In01U-05 YOU:
	 ).13YIE 01 Tue:	 0.1154E 01
J
1-AS ► . 1 44^14110
	
s 611 .211
=cn=_= s.zssa s. an _vsaaoc = =n vc_
I(ILi PA N(°
Al ('44: r .l r ^ r`F- r 2 ^.11.. p_ r?.	 ('•Sr i r tf:	 qr ^•',Ori n _ n) 11.50rPf. C1
nl	 IF ♦; ^•14U^C- rj^ 1,.e4H!1_-'31'	 ^.11 1.( 11.0
4411 IIA 1. bh141)- 1' 1 Isla:	 ). II0d0-1;1 ,tic: V. I r)(MD 71 1 1 41): (`.0 PL w: n. IOO ID-05 TOO: 0. 1391E 01 TUO: n.1 154E 01
T f1LEPANCF=	 ^.( "' )
ALFA4: '.6177f-^1 0 .bIr?U- I)3	 (.1 0421IF `10 )•4221E f) 0.4221F 01
At FA-: 1• .I459F-1,7 I.14!JH 1:-Q2
	 f1. ,,7d	 E'	 111, 0.5780E 0) 0.77140E 00
Hf TA 4: ^.1 ► a6(,F:-5', 1.9• ►hif:-51'	 C.- l.^ 9.n
--H' TA-: n.0 1.1 O.n }I,I4 T1)w 3 Tito:
	?.22dlu-01 T ► IC: ^.111^ r).) 71 P4U: r.n PLW: 0.45960-06 TUU: ).1.1901- 11 IUG: 0.1 353E 01 C
44-100 ^.66(:90-^3 Ilia:	 1.47 riiD-0l I 61: r•I00 l)U 71 1 r 41): 0.0 PLW: 0.4	 9obU-06 TOD: D.1 390E 01 TUO: 0.1353E 01 1 it
•-4 TDw: '1.66^91)-01 THw:	 1 1 .e2H1U- nI Itic 11).1^003 71 I'4U: 0.0 PLW: 0.9T389D-06 TOO: 9.1 190E 01 T(jG: 0.1 153E 01
4--TDW: 1.551'1)0-^ 1 Ili*:	 n.4 Fb30- 1) 1 TIIC: 0. 17 11^0 7l PMU: r.(I PL%v O. tiHb9U-06 IUD: ). 1 190E C 1 1 UC: 0. 1 753E 01
- ► 4 TOW : ^.b6190-^ I Ilia :	 '1.2241U-01 TOM: 11• I')(`)0 71 PMU: O.n PLW: 0.9#14OD-06 TOO: 0. 1 392E 01 1JC: 0.1 355E 01
-1-lira: ^.q(. ? ^n-.' I 111ty
	^.470.70-01 f11C: C.111C^O 71 PMU: f' .r PLW: 0.96960-06 TOD: 0.1392E 01 170: 0.1 355E 01 )
--41nw: .6621,0-1'3 111*:	 ).2291D-111 TOIL; 1'•I^GOO 71 P40: O.n PLw: 0.21290-05 YOU: 0.1392F 01 1U0: 0.1355E 01
---Ina: r.et, p rt) - 1, 3 THw:	 n.47b3u- 'fl THC: C.IOn11U 71 PMO: 11.0 PLw: 0.2129D-05 TOD: 0.1392E 01 1UO: 0.1355E at
T('LFPANCF	 =	 ^.' 1^ 1
fit ('A4: 1, .453If'-(	 1 f.43.17F- n 3	 11.3471E nn 0.1471E 0) 0.34711' 00
At I A-: 1 '.LI^If- • 2 ^.2 l' 1""2
	
C.653'F 1111 1).653rE nl 0.65.1^F 011
Uf TAO: ^.22111--49 '.2111-49	 11. 1) 1.0 0.0
HF IA - : ^.•I 7#12[-!,1 11 .8 ,0043E-51	 0.(1 '1. 1) 0.0 1
4441nw: ',.66"60-^I T. Ili:
	 1.175711-01 114C: n. 13603 71 PNU: O.n PLW: 0.20540-06 TOD: 3-I389E 01 1UO: 0.1352E 014 ► -IDif: '► .66^lD-^3 1lito:	 ').7839U-OI T,IC: 0.1!1^00 71 PMU: O.0 PLW: 0.20590-06 IUD: 0.1389E OI TUC: 0.1 IS2E 01
4- ♦ ln'w: 0 .56^60-13 111w:	 ( N .17570-111 T11C: 0.10 1)]1) 71 PMU: n.n PLw: 0.953SU-06 1UU: 3.I 789E 01 1JO: 0.1352F 01
•--IT)*: ^."I(,n71)-113 Itlw:	 11 .7d39u-01 1 OIL : 0.110110 71 13 40: o.n PLW: 0.95350-06 IUD: 0.1 3b9E 01 fuO: 0.1352E 01
- ♦ I, T1 1 w: 1.6t-21+U-(`3 Flt*:	 "I.175ID-01 11tC: r . 10000 71 PMU: r.n PLw: 0.95500-06 TOO: 0.1394E 01 TUO: 0.1357E 01
- ♦ -Tnw: ".66290-^3 THw:	 ^.7#1780-1I T tic : ^.IO9')D 71 P141): n.r PLW: G. 95500-06 TOD: 9.1394E 01 1u0: 0.1357E 01
--•Tnw: n .6679n-113 Tito:	 ^.1757D-nl THC: n.100^D 71 PMU: 11.0 PLW: 0.44210-05 TOD: 0-I 394E DI TUO: 0.1757E 01
--- Iltd: ^.66310-n3 THw:	 n.I83H0-01 THC: L.InnOU 71 PMU: n.n PLw: r•4421D-05 TOD: 9.1394E 01 TUC: 0.1357E Ol
70La WANCT'	 =	 ^.^511
1	 AtFA4: 1, .1179E- , A 11 .1177E-04	 0.2092E-01 1.2402. -91 0.2462E-01
a,	 ALFA-: .2545[-11 0.2545E-^1	 0).97 •i4F 01 11.9754E 1) 0.9154E 011
N	 00144: ^.117017-46 11 7^F- 4t, 	^.n ).11 0.0
i	 HFTA-: ^.1295V-53 ^.129;E-03	 O.1) 1.0 n.0
4441(1*: 3 Tito:	 11 .9.'5#1D-)2 1st(-: n. 100 1)D 71 P40: 0.0 PLW: 0.13900-n9 Too: 9.1188E 01 IUO: 0.1751E 01
4♦ -I too : ^.66^^D-n 3 111 A:	 ^.17731)	 03 TOIL: 4.19')'1) 71 1"41). 0.O ILW: 0.11900-09 1UU: ).1388F 01 1uO: n.1351E 01 7
4-#Tnw: 'I . 66 f%f J- ^ 3 Ilia:	 0•92'3#10 1 ^2 THC: 11 .I1103J 71 PMU: r.0 PLW: 0.29990-06 TUD: ),I.3ahE Ol 1JO: 0.1151E 01
4--Tnw: •.71320-113 Ilia :	 ('.17730	 03 TfiC: O.1^4^0 71 PMU: r.0 PLw: 0.29990-06 TOO: 0.1503E 01 100: 0.1460E 01
-44fOw: 1 .69%50- 11 1 THw:	 0 .62W)-02 THZ: 1!.111090 71 P*40: 0.n PLW: 0.30780-Ob TOD: 0.1462E 01 1U0: 0.1422E 01
- ^-TDw: i 1 .le9r 0 111 1 Ilia:	 7.177.1a	 03 1 tic : ^.1', 0')0 11 PMO: r.n I'LW: 0.30790-06 IUD: 0.1581E 01 •U0: 0.1533E 01
--4 TOW: ".699511	 1 111a:	 r.H2 yHu-C2 iHC: r.100^U 11 P4D: r.n PLY: 0.66390-03 TOO: 0.1473L 01 1u0: 0.1432E 01
--- Tnw: 1 .II8A-)	 ^') T110:	 ".17710	 (1 3 TO#(.: 4". 1005J 71 PMU: 11 . 11 I,Lw: 0.66390-03 TOD: D.I1,00E 21 100: 0.2.423E 03
MUFitANCF
	 =	 A. 1( 1) 1
AT FA4: ^.4^?Hf -1,7 ^.4 1 23E- 11 7	 p .4191 1 -'14 ).41 1 )IE -04 0.4191E -n4 -
AIrA-: 1, .2^771'
	





III, IA-: 11 .21421E-57 11.2821U-57	 1.3 ^.) 0.0 1
/14 Tow : ^.bh^Fn-('3 Tito:
	 1).792113-02 14( ^.IOC'1U 71 PMU: 11.0 PLW: 0.16230-14 TUD: 0.1 388E 01 IUO: 0.1 351E 01
41
-TDw: ?.71400-11 THIN:	 1 .35730 1 THC: '),IJr I'D 71 W40: C.0 PLw: 0.16230-14 TuO: 0.1517E 01 TJO: n. 1470E 01
4-4111w: •.660110-1`3 Ilia:	 ^.71210-^2 THC: ^.1 1nGU 71 PMD: 0.0 PLW: 0.83650-OH TUU: 0.1388E 01 100: 0.1351E 01
4--TDw: ^.?91440 ^3 Volvo:	 r.35730	 11 IHC: 0.1110110 71 P40: 1100 PLW: 0.83650-08 TOD: 0.1000E 21 TUC: 0.6119E 06 1
-14Tnw: ^ Ilia:	 n. 792. 1D-42 T tic : ^.100'10 71 PA 1): n.^ ('LW: 0.10560-07 TOO: ).2146E Ol 100: 0.2059E 01
-4-T0*: 1.37720
	 '`1 III ,* :	 11.15730	 It THC: 0.190 ^1) 71 P ►FU: 0.41 PLW: 0.10560-07 TOO: 0.1000E 21 100: 0.7722E 06 .-+----
--01nw: ^.1 7677)-^2 Tito :	 ^.7 ,421U-112 I tic : r'•IO n 110 71 63 4U: n .^ PLW: 0.51610-01 TOO: 3.2951E 01 TUO: 0.2790E 01
- --ff)W: N .IH441)
	 I n 1H*:	 .3•:7 )U	 11 nll: 1 .110^D 71 PMD: n.r PLit: 0.'31610-01 TUU: 0.1000E 21 ► u0: 0.3775E 13 1
1 10ba
'1 • VI  nF 07 0.50 nrF n1
1.1	 0.0
-	 I
PLM: n.10110-05 TUU:	 3.1391E 31 TOO: 0.1354E 01
7.4221E ^113	 0.4221E Or,
1.57" 1iQ C)	 1.5711^F On
	1.7	 n.0
	
0.170r'U 71 P4 U:	 0.0
	
f. 19 11 ^U 71 PMO:	 ^.n
	^.17110 I  P4 1:	 C.n
C.I )OOU If PMU: n.0
	
r .I I t, "'J 71 PMu:	 ^.^
n • IOnC U 71 PMU: 0.0
	
n.100'1U 71 PMU:	 f..0
	
r)• 1j0^U 71 p4 U:
	 r•.n
'1.3471= 1)	 0.3471E CO






C.IWoo 11 P40: n.0
4'.140 10 11 PNU: O.n
0.1301U 71 PMO: 0.0
C.I no1L) 71 PMU: n. e)
n.1noIn 71 P4 U: ^•n
^.InO^U 71 PMU: V 
	
{ 1 .110 4 3 71 PMU:	 0.0
	^.100113 71 PMU:	 O.n
)•2462;_-11	 0.2462E-01





O.1 1%n03 It PMU: 0.0
0.In0 pD 71 PMU: 6`.n
6 .11000 71 P4U: 0.0
	
l'• 1111 001) 71 PMU:	 n.()
o .InO nU 71 PMO: O.r
	
n . TOO(%.) II PMU:	 n.0
	
U.11C01 71 P 1/U:	 n.0
	
^.10040 11 P41U:	 0.0
7.4191E-04	 0.4191E-04
1.Ine r) r ^1	 O.10nf-E C1
7.1 0.0
1.0 0.0
4.11"1 0117 71 P 140: 0.0
^.tonou 71 P401 0.11
V. 100'_1 -) 71 040: n.r
,,
.I ,)nnI) 71 P4 U: ^.I•
4.110 ,10 fl PMU: 1".n
' . 1000] 71 P4U: 1".0
^.IOnno r PMU: n.0















0 . I J`JOL 01 TOO:






















































































































CA:.I	 It	 114,14t11) =	 61.20
_-=`_	 °__°====II=====_=_
T 4ILV a ANCF = ^.^
Ao.F -A •:
	.1^'`^'^-' •	 'I.1 r ,F-7!	 O.SI!^ • E ^•,
t" TA
	
r .l r`f1'.iF- 0,y	 .7'18A 60 0.1
♦•• TI)w:	 oil 443	 1 flow;	 ^•316 it) 1 1 THC:
T nLrPANC° = n.r.n
ALFA•:
	 0• .b/7/E- n 1	 '1 .67/7E-^ 1	 ^.4221F 1.11
Al / A-:	
.14Sr1C-t 2
	 `.14 r .tlF - 1 :	 n •ifi l F- ^^
111 TA+:	 ^.7237F- -tr 14	 1.1?37 O -	 of	 r.^
PC TA-:
	 ".1311	 , 1311F- 1•"	 ^.n
♦ • • Tow:	 ^..11(.^911 - ° 1 Tito :	 1.2 2411)-01 T HC
4 4 - 111w:	 ^.6s.r•911-0 T 111w:	 ^.4 76 3U-01 THC
4-+rnw:
	 ^.1,611911-^3 T11w:	 ^.22"I u-n I THC:
• -- TOM:
	 ^•hh^yll-^ 3 flow:	 0.47610 - 01 T11c. :
•• row :	 `.6'+190-^3 THw:	 C.2201U-CI 	 tic :
- 1 -Tn4:
	 `.bb2nU-n3 111r:	 ^.476.fU-01 TOIL:
--4TUw:
	 ^.b62nI)-n3 Tito:	 0.22"10-01 TIIC:
---TOW:
	 '1 •ht•2C11-" 3 THw:	 '1.416 f0-01 THC:
TI'LFWANCF = 0.^1-1
AtFA4:	 ^.4577f- •'.1 r .o53?F-^3 11 .Jo71E n'1
At VA-:	 ^.?t4-IF-f`:!^.214'IF-^2	 1 , .6!.) 1 1E r+r
HT 1A4:	 ^.1h94E-L I 4'•IL y-IE-b7 C.1(IF TA-:i3 0'.2F-69	 6 `.5`.,42[--6v	 0.0
♦• ATOM: ,'I.hf.^61r -^3 TOIw:	 0.1:5IU -n1 TIIC:
•4-T Do:
	 '.660611-^J TIIA:	 1. 1f1380-01 TIIC:
•-4 TOW :
	 ^.bt,"60-01 T11w: ^.17570-01 TM:
+--T11w:	 ).hh^711-03 flow:	 0. 7d38n-01 THC:
-4+TOW:
	 '1 .6h1-H11- r J THw:	 1.17570-01 TIIC:
-•-row:	 ^•44.2911 - •: f Trlw:	 ^.7#1380-OI T11C:
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